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maritime accidents

still main reason for the loss of life at sea as a result of  increased : 

• commercial movement of ships and fishing vessels, marine sports.

• illegal immigration especially from North Africa to southern Europe.

• Human error.

• Bad Weather. 

• Act of god .









Migrant deaths around the world, January–

September 2014



Unmanned Aerial Systems UAS

It is a system, whose components include the air vehicles and 

associated equipment (payload), to fly autonomously without a 

human pilot but  controlled by  operator  in Ground Control Station



The Vehicle or Platform

 Data-Links Command, Control, and Communications (C3)

 The flight computer

 The mission/payload controller 

line-of-sight (LOS) beyond line-of-sight (BLOS) 



The Payload

A set of equipment and Sensor can be carried on a UAV to provide 

basic function to maintain flight without human 

Forward Looking Infra-Red (FLIR) Sensor 

Sense and avoid system

Maritime Search Radar (MSR)

Search and Rescue Direction Finder (SAR DF)

Search Light

Deployable payloads



The Ground Control System or Station



Classification of Unmanned Aircraft system

UAS airframe design: (Fixed - wing - Rotary-wing – Blimps)

Level of UAS autonomous: (Ground-controlled - Semi-

autonomous- Fully autonomous)



UAS mission 



Unmanned aircraft system (UAS) advantages

does not contain, or need, a qualified pilot on board

 can enter environments that are dangerous to human life

 reduces the exposure risk of the aircraft operator

 can stay in the air for up to 30 hours, : 

performing visual or thermal imaging of a region 

measuring cell phone, radio, or, TV coverage over any terrain

Unmanned aircraft system (UAS) disadvantages

The pilot in command and maneuver better than the UAV.

May be used in penetrate of privacy and spyware.



civilian uses of UAS



The success of a SAR operation depends on gathering Information, 

Planning and evaluation to determine the nature of the distress, action 

should be taken, immediate decision on the best course also a timely 

activation of SAR operation  facilities and equipment to search , support 

and rescue persons in distress in the shortest possible time.

SAR Stages

 Awareness

 Initial Action

 Planning 

 Operations

 Conclusion

Search and rescue requirement according 

IAMSAR:



efficiency of an aircraft for SAR operations

will depend on the :

 mission and duties characteristics.

 The speed and range. . 

 Load-carrying capabilities.

 Short landing and take-off.

 Endurance and flight hours. 

 Good maneuverability.



Role of IMO and ICAO for developing of (SAR-UAS) 

 The civilian uses of the UAS Still primitive compared to military use due to a

security problem, Privacy and spy etc., the government put a limitation for usage of

UAS fearing from security risks, so the role of united nation (UN) Through IMO and

ICAO is to issue convention and regulation to put requirements, like safety, payloads,

navigation, control & recovery system, and operator training & certificate.

 due to important of search and rescue operation, it must be excluded from any

restriction of usage UAS. So IMO and ICAO should encourage the cooperation

between governments, research centers and companies to development the UAS also

to overcome economic and technology problem .



Function of UAS in SAR for different mission and scenario.

1. Collecting information after marine accident 

UAS takeoff immediately and start to monitoring, tracing and  gather as much 

information as possible to Analyze the survival data and incident position of accident.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/92/RQ-11_Raven_2.jpg


1. Collecting information after marine accident 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/59/FIRESCOUT-VUAS.jpg


2. Dropping survival and medical equipment

http://www.google.com.eg/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.snyar.net/%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D9%88%D8%B1-20-%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%AE%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%8B-%D9%85%D8%AB%D9%8A%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%8B-%D9%84%D9%84%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%A6%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%A8%D8%AF%D9%88/&ei=4nQVVdSSH4L0aLq8grAG&psig=AFQjCNHB5Eo-asD_8tIuLAV7sAzQ-aalCg&ust=1427555263191977


3. Illumination of the scene of operation at night by using of 

high-intensity searchlights 



4. Mass Rescue Operations (MRO)

 Types of MRO scenarios vary so UAS can do most of MRO 

requirement as immediate response, communication etc.

 MRO can use a lot of UAV in different type, endurance, rang, etc. 

because it can stay in the air for up to 30 hours, performing different 

SAR tasks  scan of a region, day and night or in fog under 

autonomously control



 UAS can perform search pattern (Sector Search, Expanding Square 

Search, Parallel sweep search and Creeping Line Search).



5. Mystery disaster & Investigation 

Malaysian airlines flight 370 accident with 239 passengers and crew 

are lost

 from 8 march 2014 till the end of the day 9 march, 40 aircraft and more 

than two dozen vessels from several nations are involved in the search

 the search and investigations process remained several months ,where 

60,000 km2 (23,000 sq mil) priority search nearly completed around 

May 2015

So UAS is very effective In such disaster



5. Mystery disaster & Investigation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MH370_SIO_search.png


6. MOB and beach swimming accident

http://www.google.com.eg/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCInEwdzJ6cUCFUkrrAod71gAYA&url=http://sigalonhowtodoit.soup.io/tag/uav&ei=prtpVYnZGsnWsAXvsYGABg&bvm=bv.94455598,d.cGU&psig=AFQjCNGWInvMuY9K7JdeES2TuV6XN8dTjg&ust=1433079036306007


UAS challenge

 Technology challenge.

 Security and privacy challenge.

 Integration with civilian aviation flight.

 Fund challenge



Conclusion

 Massive loss of life especially passenger ship and illegal immigration

accidents still happened.

 There are some advantages and disadvantages, obvious that UAS

should be ideal for long range maritime SAR operation, also UAS can

perform all SAR missions, saving time and costs

 The important of cooperation between IMO , ICAO and governments,

research centers and companies to development the UAS also to

overcome security, privacy, economic and technology challenge.



Recommendation

 IMO & ICAO adapted UAS development project determined specific 

requirements of UAS for SAR operation through IAMSAR amendment.

development project includes :

• Legal requirements to overcome security and privacy problems. 

• technical requirements as software, autonomous, recovery, sensors and 

sense & avoid.

• determine standards of training and certification

• Provide funding and Logistics 



RCC should be equipped by UAS for SAR carrying survival 

equipment at all-time to drop when needed

 International cooperation to overcome legislation restriction to ensure 

that UAS can be integrated into the existing manned aviation 

environment in an equivalent, security and safety.

Merchant ships equipped by UAS to be used  saving MOB




